This paper presents an original method to analyze, in an unsupervised way, images supplied by a high resolution sonar. We aim at segmenting the sonar image into three kinds of regions: echo areas (due to the re ection of the acoustic wave on the object), shadow areas (corresponding to a lack of acoustic reverberation behind each object lying on the sea-bed), and sea-bottom reverberation areas. This unsupervised method estimates the parameters of noise distributions, modeled by a Weibull Probability Density Function (PDF) and the label eld parameters, modeled by a Markov Random Field (MRF). As for the estimation step, we adopt a maximum likelihood technique for the noise model parameters, and a least squares method 1, 2] to estimate the MRF prior model. Then, in order to obtain an accurate segmentation map, we have designed a two-step process that nds the shadow and the echo regions separately, using the previously estimated parameters. First, we introduce a scale-causal and spatial model called SCM (Scale Causal Multigrid) based on a multigrid energy minimization strategy to nd the shadow class. Secondly, we propose a MRF monoscale model using a priori information (at di erent level of knowledge) based on physical properties of each region, which allows us to distinguish echo areas from sea-bottom reverberation. This technique has been successfully applied to real sonar images 1 , and is compatible with an automatic processing of massive amounts of data.
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INTRODUCTION
In sonar imagery, three kinds of regions have to be identi ed: echo, shadow and sea-bottom reverberation areas. The echo information is caused by the re ection of the acoustic wave on the object, while the shadow zone corresponds to a lack of acoustic reverberation behind the object. The remaining information is called the sea-bottom reverberation area. On the pictures supplied by a sonar, the echo features are generally less discriminant than the shadow shapes for the classi cation of objects lying on the sea bed. For this reason, the detection of each object located on the sea bottom and its classi cation (as wrecks, rocks, man-made objects, etc.) are generally based on the extraction and the identi cation of its associated cast shadow 3]. Nevertheless, the echo information may be necessary to detect and then classify objects partially buried in the sea oor. Indeed, in this case, the echo features are the only information that can be used to identify the nature of the detected objects. Let us note that a three-class segmentation can also be interesting in other applications, like medical ultrasound imagery 4], or three dimensional reconstruction of underwater objects 5].
Few studies describe complete approaches allowing to perform automatically such a segmentation of sonar images, with results that can be e ciently used afterward for object identi cation 6, 7] . Some of them are based on simple, and often ad-hoc, clustering techniques (such as fuzzy K-means) working on luminance mean and variance within small windows 8, 9] . In that case, only a coarse grain classi cation is obtained, and no statistic modeling of the back-scattered acoustic amplitude within the di erent types of regions is introduced. This latter aspect induces a lack of robustness for this type of approaches. Nevertheless, some studies include more advanced element of image formation modeling 10, 11, 12] , but to our knowledge, no paper in the literature proposes an unsupervised 3-classes segmentation of high resolution sidescan sonar picture entirely based on statistic analysis.
The segmentation task of these images is made di cult by the presence of speckle noise 13]. This peculiar noise makes ine ective any simpler segmentation schemes. In order to extract a reliable and accurate segmentation map, contextual information is important to be taken into account in sonar imagery. This can be done a posteriori, using either morphological lters in order to \clean" the classi cation obtained by a simple clustering technique 8, 9] . This can also be done a priori, using MRF models which are appropriate to specify spatial dependencies by means of a priori label eld distribution 14]. In the sonar imagery context, a MRF-based model is used in 10] but this model is supervised and its monoscale modeling does not allow to ensure a reliable regularization procedure.
In order to ensure e ciently the regularization process of the set of labels when the sonar image contains strong speckle noise 15], hierarchical MRF models can be used. Among such models, we can cite the Sequential Maximum a Posteriori (SMAP) algorithm introduced by Bouman et al., in which each scale is causally dependent on the preceding coarser one 16] , or the hierarchical model introduced by Kato et al. where a pyramidal structure is considered involving a three dimensional (3D) neighborhood system and a 3D Markovian label eld 17]. We can also cite the scale-causal multigrid model that we have introduced in 18] for a two-class segmentation of sonar images (shadow, reverberation).
MRF hierarchical models enable to model more accurately the local characteristics of image content thanks to a priori speci cation of spatial and hierarchical dependencies between neighboring sites. Nevertheless, these abovementioned models usually do not exploit the a priori knowledge on the spatial relationship between adjacent regions of di erent nature. In our sonar image context, such information relative to the interactions between di erent neighboring regions (especially between echo and shadow areas) will be exploited in the segmentation procedure.
We propose herein a hybrid approach de ned as a two-step process, associating the eciency of the purely hierarchical modeling (a scale-causal multigrid model) to the spatial prior about relationship between adjacent regions of di erent nature. For the parameter estimation, we adopt an iterative method called Iterative Conditional Estimation (ICE) 19]. It allows to simultaneously estimate the MRF prior model parameters, according to the Least Squares estimator (LSQR) described by Derin et al. 1] (that we have generalized in 2]), and the noise model parameters, according to Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimators. In this paper, we further investigate the issue of the noise modeling and we propose to model the distribution of the luminance (acoustic amplitude) within the reverberation and the shadow regions by a Weibull distribution which de nes a set of parametrized Probability Density Function (PDF). Comparisons with a more simplistic noise model previously introduced in 18] is given. For the segmentation step, we use a two-step process which extracts shadow and echo regions separately, exploiting the previously estimated parameters. Firstly, we use a scale-causal and spatial model SCM (Scale Causal Multigrid) 18] along with a multigrid energy minimization strategy to separate the shadow class from the others (echo and sea-bottom reverberation). Secondly, we propose a MRF monoscale model using a priori information about the spatial dependency between each region, and allowing us to distinguish between echo and sea-bottom reverberation labels. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we detail the parameter estimation step and demonstrate its application on both synthetic pictures and real sonar images. Section 3 describes the segmentation step and the proposed model. Segmentation results on both real and synthetic scenes are presented in Section 4. Section 5 contains concluding remarks.
ESTIMATION OF PARAMETERS

Problem statement
In the unsupervised three-class Markovian segmentation case, we have to estimate the noise model parameters (i.e., the noise distribution parameters associated to each region of the sonar image) and the a priori parameters of the Markov model.
In our case, estimation of noise distribution parameters is di cult because of the very small number (or sometimes the absence) of pixels associated to the echo region and by the lack of knowledge about the form of the appropriate conditional noise distribution describing the luminance within the echo region. For these reasons, we cannot estimate e ciently and simultaneously the noise distribution parameter of each region. To circumvent these di culties and in order to obtain a reliable and proper noise model estimation ensuring an accurate segmentation map, an alternate approach is to decompose the segmentation stage in a two-step process:
In a rst step, the sea-bottom reverberation and the echo (due to the reverberation of the acoustic wave on the object) classes are not distinguished from a single class; the reverberation class that is considered as capturing both types of regions. An unsupervised hierarchical Markovian segmentation into two classes (shadow, and reverberation) is performed exploiting an ICE 19] estimation procedure which is presented in this section, along with the hierarchical Markovian modeling described in 18].
In a second step, we perform a supervised Markovian segmentation into two classes of the region corresponding to the reverberated signal. It allows us to distinguish echo areas from sea-bottom reverberation ones (see subsection 3.2.2) . In this step, we search the echo associated to each shadow region. The block diagram of this unsupervised three-class segmentation scheme is shown in Figure 1 .
In the context of a two-class segmentation, we adopt the ICE procedure to estimate simultaneously, the noise model and the MRF prior model parameters. This procedure is described in 19]. In a previous study, this estimation procedure has been applied to sonar imagery in case of a rough noise model 2]: for this noise model, we had resorted to a Gaussian law to model the luminance distribution within shadow regions, and a Rayleigh law to model the speckle noise phenomenon. Speckle noise modeling based on a Rayleigh law is generally well suited when the length of detectable sea-oor elements (i.e., sea-oor roughness) is much larger than the acoustic wavelength 20] (which is the common case with high frequency imaging sonar). In the same vein, the Gaussian law seems to be an appropriate model to describe the luminance within the shadow region, if we consider that noise, within such a region is essentially of electronic nature. Nevertheless, this noise model can be too simple to cope with all situations. In order to take into account the minor lobes of the acoustic antenna bringing back-scattered signal within the shadow region and the di erent sea-oor type likely to occur in sonar images, we investigate in this paper a more general noise model. A more appropriate Probability Density Function (PDF) based on the Weibull distributions mixture is used to describe the luminance distribution within each region of the sonar image.
The ICE procedure is quite general and can be adapted to di erent kinds of conditional noise distributions 19]. The only condition is to get an estimator with good asymptotic properties (consistency properties) for completely observed data. As shown in the following, this method can be e ciently used to estimate a mixture of Weibull distributions, i.e., the Weibull distribution parameters associated to each region (shadow and reverberation) of the sonar image.
Iterative Conditional Estimation
Consider a couple of random elds Z = (X; Y ), where Y = fY s ; s 2 Sg represents the eld of observations located on a lattice S of N sites s, and X = fX s ; s 2 Sg the label eld. Each Y s takes its value in obs = f0; : : :; 255g, and each X s in fe 0 = shadow; e 1 = reverberationg. The distribution of (X; Y ) is de ned by prior distribution P X (x) supposed to be stationary and Markovian, and by site-wise likelihoods P Ys=Xs (y s =x s ) assumed to be Weibull PDFs:
The observable Y is called the incomplete data, and Z the complete data. Let us note that prior distribution P X (x) depends on a parameter vector x , while the conditional likelihood P Y=X (y=x) depends on parameter vector y . Joint and posterior distributions P X;Y (x; y) and P X=Y (x=y) / P X (x) P Y=X (y=x) thus depends on = ( x ; y ).
In the unsupervised Markovian segmentation case, we have to estimate, in a rst step (estimation step), parameter vectors x and y . To this end, we resort to the ICE procedure as mentioned above 19]. This method relies on two estimators^ x (X) and^ y (X; Y ) appropriate to completely observed data case. When X is unobservable, this procedure starts from an initial parameter set 0] (not too far from the optimal parameters) and generates a sequence of parameter 
The computation of these expectations is impossible in practice, but we can approach Equations (2) and (3), thanks to the law of large numbers by:
where x (i) ; i = 1; : : :; n are realizations of X drawn according to the posterior distribution P X=Y; (x=y; k] ). As explained below, for complete data-based estimator^ y (X; Y ), we use a 
Estimation of the noise model parameters for complete data
The Weibull Probability Density Function is an appropriate distribution to describe the luminance y within the reverberation and the shadow regions. This PDF o ers degrees of freedom which allows to capture a large variety of quite di erent distributions. Thereby, this PDF is well adapted for sonar images where the speckle distribution is not exactly known, and may vary according to experimental conditions. Experiments have demonstrated that this distribution models more accurately the speckle noise phenomenon than a Rayleigh distribution, and achieves the best t to real data (the Weibull PDF is used in other applications such as high resolution radars 22] and coming experiments in subsection 2.4 will show its e ciency). The Weibull PDF is a two-parameters distribution, of which the Rayleigh and the exponential distributions are special cases. It turns out that, for our application, we have to introduce another parameter to shift this distribution, in order to take into account the di erent processes forming the nal sonar image (automatic control of gain, coding, reduction of the dynamic, C ) = 0), we then easily obtain^ ML :
Setting @ lnL( y ) @C to zero and using Equation (11) yields:
We have no analytic expression forĈ ML . Nevertheless, Equation (12) can be easily solved iteratively according to the following scheme. Expression (12) can be written as F(Ĉ ML ) =Ĉ ML . Consider now some sequence of the form U(1); U(2) = F(U(1)); : : :; U(p) = F(U(p ? 1)). If this sequence converges towards a limit l, then this limit l is solution of the equation l = F(l). Inversely, if the equation F(Ĉ ML ) =Ĉ ML has only one solution (in our application, the uniqueness of the ML estimator of C is obviously veri ed if F(:) is a monotone function), then C ML is also the convergence value of any convergent sequence U(p) de ned by the recursion U(p + 1) = F(U(p)). The convergence of this sequence is then ensured because F(:) is proved to be a monotone function. Consequently,Ĉ ML is given by the following relation:
To speed up the convergence rate of this iterative estimation procedure, we have to take for the rst term U(0) of the sequence U(p), a positive value not too far fromĈ ML . In our application, we take U(0)=1 that corresponds to an exponential distribution (see Figure 2 ).
Experiments both on real and synthetic sonar images demonstrate that this iterative scheme allows to obtain quickly a good approximation ofĈ ML which is then used in Equation (11) to get^ ML . Table 1 . Figure 4 shows graphically the convergence of the iterative sequence U(p) for the estimation of the shape parameterĈ ML . The quality of the obtained estimation are di cult to appreciate in absence of ground-truth values. Nevertheless, one can visually appreciate on Figure 3 .b, the good matching between the image histogram and the PDF corresponding to the estimated parameters. Figure 5 presents a synthetic sonar image of a sandy sea oor in which the speckle noise distribution is a Weibull PDF with speci ed parameter vector y and ML estimates obtained with our scheme. We can notice that estimated parameters are close to the ground-truth parameter.
Parameter estimation procedure for the incomplete data
Let us recall that this parameter estimation procedure assumes that the luminance within shadow and within reverberation regions follows two di erent Weibull PDFs. We aim at estimating the parameters of these two PDFs as well as the a priori parameters of the Markov model. For the a priori model, we adopt a standard anisotropic Potts model with the 8-connexity spatial neighborhood. There are four parameters 1 ; 2 ; 3 ; 4 associated to the horizontal, vertical, right and left diagonal binary cliques respectively: (14) where summation is taken over all pairs of neighboring sites, st = 1 ; 2 ; 3 or 4 only depends on the \orientation" of the clique, and (:) is the Kronecker delta function. The parameter estimation procedure for the incomplete data is outlined below:
Parameter initialization:
The initial parameter values have a signi cant impact on the rapidity of the convergence of the ICE procedure and on the quality of the nal estimates. In our application, we use the initialization method described in 2]. This method aims at obtaining a rough twoclass segmentation based on features extracted in sub-windows, and clustered according to a K-means procedure. Once the K-means segmentation is obtained, ML estimator of the complete data is used to For each x (i) , i = 1; : : :; n, the parameter vector x is estimated by the algorithm proposed by Derin et al. 1, 2] and y with the ML estimator described in subsection 2.3: they are denoted^ x (x (i) );^ y (x (i) ; y). k+1] is obtained from (^ x (x (i) );^ y (x (i) ; y)); 1 i n, by averaging these estimates (see Equations (4) and (5)).
If the sequence k] becomes steady, the ICE procedure is ended and one proceeds to the actual two-class hierarchical segmentation using the estimated parameters 18]. We calibrate the weight of the \stochastic" aspect of the ICE procedure by choosing n, the number of realizations of X simulated according to the posterior distribution P X=Y; . When n increases, the \stochastic" aspect of the algorithm decreases. The intentional choice of a small value for n (n = 1 in our application) can increase its computation cost e ciency 24].
We
y within shadow regions is described by a Gaussian law. Left part of Figure 7 .a represents a real sonar image of a sandy sea oor with the cast shadow of a man-made object (a cylinder). Figure 6 shows the estimated distribution mixture and the histogram of this sonar image for the di erent noise models. The quality of the estimations based on the Weibull model over the Gauss-Rayleigh model is di cult to appreciate visually in absence of ground-truth values. We can roughly perform such an evaluation by comparing the image histogram (dashed curves) with the probability density mixture corresponding to the estimated parameters (dotted curves). We can see that the histogram is closer to the mixture densities based on the Weibull model especially for the reverberation class. Experiments show that the estimation based on this model are also better according to the Kolmogorov distance, or 2 criterion 26], than estimations based on the Gauss-Rayleigh models. Table 3 gives the error, in the Kolmogorov distance and 2 criterion sense, made by these two noise models in approximating the image histogram. The estimates obtained by the ICE procedure (Weibull model) are given in Table 2. 3. SEGMENTATION
Two-class segmentation step
In this rst segmentation step, we use the hierarchical two-class segmentation (SCM method) introduced in 18]. In order to make this hierarchical Markovian segmentation unsupervised, we exploit both the parameters of the mixture-based data model and those of the prior Potts model given by the ICE procedure. This two-class segmentation combines a standard coarseto-ne multigrid method 27] with a scale-causal model and a multigrid energy minimization strategy. This model allows us to more precisely model the local and global characteristics of image content at di erent scales. Experiments and comparisons with other related hierarchical approaches (given in 18]) have proved that this scheme is well suited to automatic extraction of shadows from a large variety of sonar images.
Figures 7 and 8 display examples of unsupervised two-class segmentation, exploiting parameters estimated with the ICE procedure, for di erent noise models. Let us recall that in this segmentation step, the sea-bottom reverberation and the echo (or the reverberation on the object) classes are merged in a single class: the reverberation class. In Figure 7 , segmentation results obtained with two di erent noise models are comparable. Nevertheless, in Figure 8 , we observe that the Gauss-Rayleigh model does not permit to eliminate speckle noise e ects inducing reverberation mislabeled pixels within the cast shadow region of the rock. The proposed noise modeling is appealing since it allows to capture luminance in reverberation areas with more exibility : the Weibull model o ers a more general framework than the Rayleigh law (which is a particular case of Weibull modeling). Then it allows to better t the data (cf . Table  3 ): the cost of this augmented model lies in the shape parameter that we now have to estimate. Moreover, the extracted cast shadows of manufactured objects (see Figures 7 and 8 ) exhibit, as desired, regular geometric shapes (contrary to the cast shadows of rocks) without artifacts (i.e., mislabeled pixels within the cast shadow regions, as observed with a more simplistic noise model) which is in excellent agreement with the ground truth provided by an expert. This accuracy in extracting and preserving the border of the cast shadows is very appealing in the prospect of a further classi cation step 28]. We therefore do believe that this new noise modeling is worth the pain. 3 .2. Three-class segmentation step 3.2 
.1. Problem statement
In order to ensure a proper detection of the echo information when the picture contains strong speckle noise, a solution consists in taking into account a priori information about the physical formation of the echo and to incorporate it in the MRF model. In sonar imagery, objects lying on the sea oor create a cast shadow, corresponding to the region acoustically obscured by the object, and also an echo (corresponding to the signal back-scattered by the object). This spatial dependency between these two areas can be incorporated in the MRF model. In the same vein, similar approaches exploiting a priori information relative to the interaction or spatial dependency between neighboring regions, have been proposed and applied in image restoration 29] and in classi cation problem 30].
In this subsection, we propose to incorporate a priori information about the way echo physically appears. The adopted model exploits a priori information at di erent levels, pixel and region, to extract echos from sea-bottom reverberation regions. We will rst introduce the notation and the three-class segmentation strategy. Experimental results on real scenes are then presented. 3 (20) with y >min, >0 and C >0. The label eld X 1] disappears because Y 1] is de ned only on S 0 , i.e., the dependence from X 1] in S 0 brings no more information. y = (min; C; ) is estimated with the ICE procedure described in subsection 2. 2. We know that the re ection of the acoustic wave on the object returns a high amplitude signal and we have no a priori knowledge about the distribution of the grey levels within the echo region. The high amplitude signal at concerned pixel locations often induces a saturation of the reception captor of the sonar. Consequently, a maximal grey level for most of the pixels within these echo regions. Sites with grey level y max (y max designating the maximal grey level on the sonar image), are therefore likely to belong to the echo class. Thus we empirically model the conditional density function of the echo class by the following simple law:
s =e 2 ) = 2 (y s ? y max ) U(y max ? y s ) (21) with U(:) is the Heaviside function, (:) stands for the triangular function, y max corresponds to the maximal grey level on the sonar image due to signal quanti cation, and 2= is a normalizing constant to ensure that the above function integrates to 1. This modeling can also be justi ed by the fact that the echo signal induces, the more often, a saturation of the reception captor of the sonar and consequently a maximal grey level for most of them. Figure 10 shows the plot of this law for y max = 255. Given these site-wise data likelihoods, the data energy term is 
Let us now consider U 2 (x 2] ;x 1] ), the energy term corresponding to the a priori model. We adopt a 8-connexity spatial neighborhood in which 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 represent the a priori parameters associated to the horizontal, vertical, right and left diagonal binary cliques respectively, and 5 stands for the unary clique parameter (cf. Figure 11 ). This energy allows us to express constraints on the desired solution. In our application, we want to favor homogeneous regions.
To do that, we use an anisotropic Potts model that associates to binary clique < s; t >, the following potential:
where st = 1 = 2 = 3 = 4 depending on the orientations of the clique. Potential of the singleton clique with parameter 5 is de ned in order to disadvantage the choice of the echo label for a site that is too far away from a shadow region. To de ne this potential, we introduce a potential eld 
where r (r 6 = 0) is the distance to the pixel s 0 and is a standard deviation parameter controlling the interaction distance between echo and shadow regions. Figure 12 shows an example of this elementary potential eld. The set of pixels labeled shadow inx 1] create a global potential eld
x 1] (t), combining the di erent elementary potential elds s 0 (r) as follows:
x 1] (t) = inf n X 
Corresponding energy term induces an area within which the echo label will not be discouraged. Figure 13 displays an example of the potential eld, computed for di erent values of the parameter , from the segmented image presented in Figure 13 . We use the deterministic relaxation algorithm ICM 14] to minimize this global energy function. For the initialization of this algorithm, we exploit the segmentation map obtained by a ML segmentation.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
For the three-class segmentation step, we use the following parameters: 1 = 2 = 3 = 4 = 5 = 1 for the a priori parameter associated to binary clique (Potts model is here isotropic) and unary clique respectively, and = 2 for the standard deviation parameter controlling the interaction distance between the echo and shadow regions (see Equation (24)).
Sonar images presented herein are provided by a side-scan sonar (namely; the DUBM41 whose frequency is around 500 KHz). The size of these pictures is 256 by 256 pixels corresponding to a sea oor surface of 25 meters by 25 meters.
We observed that the nal segmentation results are not very sensitive to the value of the parameter (within range 1; : : :; 4]). If this parameter is low (below 1, for example), the elementary potential eld created by each site labeled shadow inx 1] is too sharp. As a result, the area within which the echo label will not be discouraged is too small and consequently, the echo region could be not entirely determined. Conversely, a large value for could let appear in the segmentation results false alarms, i.e., small echo areas due to the speckle noise. On one hand, this parameter could be estimated optimally and automatically if the depth of the sea oor the mean size of the objects to be visualized were known; but on the other hand observed robustness for 2 1; 4] did not drive us to consider such an estimation.
We compare the result obtained on a real sonar image with 1) a classical ML segmentation, 2) our segmentation model without a priori information on the spatial dependency between echo and shadow regions (by setting 5 = 0), and nally, 3) our scheme. Figure 14 .a shows a real sonar image involving object and rock shadows and Figures 14.b, 14 .c, and 14.d present the segmentation results obtained with these three approaches. Compared to a ML segmentation, a segmentation model integrating the a priori energy term allows to ensure the spatial coherence of the obtained partitions, i.e., it favors homogeneous regions (see Figures 14.c and 14.d) . Nevertheless, without the a priori term expressing the spatial dependency between echo and shadow areas, the segmentation scheme does not permit to totally eliminate the speckle noise e ect, inducing false small echo areas (see Figure 14 .c). We can notice that our approach leads to better result and can remove e ciently undesired echos induced by speckle noise e ects (see Figure 14 .d).
Due to the \stochastic" aspect of the ICE iterative estimation procedure, the resulting estimates are less sensitive to the initial parameter values than those obtained by other estimation algorithms of the distribution mixture parameters (like the well-known Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm, for example). There is no theoritical proof of convergence for ICE algorithm, nevertheless a good behavior is generally noticed. A bad initialization can lead the ICE procedure to discard wrongly one class, the shadow class in our application (by estimating as zero the proportion of this class and by considering wrongly that all the pixels of the image belong to a single class, which is only true for the sonar image of a sandy sea-oor). But the initialization method we used ( 18] ) seems to be good enough to avoid this problem. It allows to get a good convergence of the ICE procedure in all tested cases (300 images in the data base).
Experiments have been carried out on both synthetic and real sonar images. Figures 15.b  and 16 .b present synthetic sonar images (with synthetic speckle noise) of a sphere and a metallic core (or a metallic tyre) lying on a sandy sea oor. In these two examples, the echo shape and the acoustic cast shadow of these objects are obtained by a ray tracing procedure. Figures 15.c and  16 .c present the three-class segmentation results obtained with our approaches. These results can be compared to the ground-truth segmentations given in Figures 15.a and 16. a. These experiments demonstrate that the recovered segmentation are close to the ideal one.
We present now three-class segmentation results obtained on real sonar images. Figures 17.a,  17 .c, 17 .e display three metallic man-made objects (two cylinders and a trolley) lying on the sea bed. In these two examples, the echo features are discriminant and easily identi able. Figures  18.a and 18 .c display sonar images showing respectively a tyre and a cylindric manufactured object lying on a sandy sea oor. In these examples, due to the nature of the object, echo regions are not very large. Experiments indicate that the obtained segmentation maps are close to the expected results. The echo and shadow regions are well segmented and the proposed algorithm exhibits a good robustness against speckle noise. Boundaries of each object have been well preserved and numerous false alarms corresponding to spurious small shadow and echo areas due to speckle noise have been correctly eliminated.
Nevertheless, we can notice on some sonar image segmentations the presence of some echo points \behind" the cast shadow shape of some objects lying on the sea oor. These artifacts could be easily discarded by ordering the spatial relationship between echoes and shadows, i.e., by exploiting the a priori (approximate) informations about the sonar position, which are not available on our data base. Thus, in our model this interesting a priori information is not taken into account because it is not available.
CONCLUSION
We have described an unsupervised three-class segmentation method based on an estimation step and a segmentation step which seems well adapted and e cient for sonar image segmentation issues. The estimation step o ers an appropriate estimation of the model parameters, and takes into account the diversity of the laws in the distribution mixture of sonar images by modeling each noise distribution with a Weibull PDF. In order to obtain an accurate segmentation map in spite of the presence of speckle noise, the proposed segmentation is articulated in two stages and exploits the previously estimated parameters. In the rst one, a scale-causal and spatial model is used to separate the shadow class from the others (echo and sea-bottom reverberation). Then, in the second stage, a MRF-based monoscale scheme integrating a priori information at di erent levels of representation (pixel and region) allows to distinguish the echo regions from the sea-bottom reverberation ones. This scheme is computationally simple and well suited to automatic three-class segmentation on a large variety of sonar images. This method has been validated on a number of real sonar images. Obtained results demonstrate the e ciency and the robustness of this scheme. Table 3 : Kolmogorov distance and 2 error made by approximating the image histogram (reported in Fig. 6 ), by the probability density mixture corresponding to the estimation based on di erent noise model 
